Asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are highly prevalent chronic diseases in the general population. Both are characterized by heterogeneous chronic airway inflammation and airway obstruction. In both conditions, chronic inflammation affects the whole respiratory tract, from central to peripheral airways, with different inflammatory cells recruited, different mediators produced, and thus differing responses to therapy. Airway obstruction is typically intermittent and reversible in asthma but is progressive and largely irreversible in COPD. However, there is a considerable pathologic and functional overlap between these 2 heterogeneous disorders, particularly among the elderly, who may have components of both diseases (asthma-COPD overlap syndrome). The definitions for asthma and COPD recommended by current guidelines are useful but limited because they do not illustrate the full spectrum of obstructive airway diseases that is encountered in clinical practice. Defining asthma and COPD as separate entities neglects a considerable proportion of patients with overlapping features and is largely based on expert opinion rather than on the best current evidence. The presence of different phenotypes or components of obstructive airway diseases, therefore, needs to be addressed to individualize and optimize treatment to achieve the best effect with the fewest side effects for the patient. Although specific interventions vary by disease, the treatment goals of obstructive airway diseases are similar and driven primarily by the need to control symptoms, optimize health status, and prevent exacerbations. (J Am Board Fam Med 2013;26: 470–477.)
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Pathophysiology of Asthma and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

The 3 common pathophysiological components of obstructive airway diseases, including asthma and COPD, are airway inflammation, airway obstruction (AO), and airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR). While chronic inflammation is the central component of all obstructive lung diseases, AO is the end result and can have both dynamic (bronchospastic) and static (structural) components (Figure 1).

Chronic Airway Inflammation

The underlying chronic inflammation traditionally has been considered primarily eosinophilic and driven by CD4 cells in asthma but neutrophilic and driven by CD8 cells in COPD.1,2 The patterns of inflammation associated with these conditions, however, are heterogeneous, with a significant overlap. Both noneosinophilic and neutrophilic asthma have been described, and these are hypothesized to confer resistance to steroids.3,4 Asthmatics who smoke or exhibit severe disease with fixed obstruction have an increased number of neutrophils in their airways, similar to COPD. In both asthma and COPD, smoking promotes neutrophilic inflammation, which results in increased steroid resistance.5,6 On the other hand, eosinophilic inflammation has been observed in the airways of some patients with COPD and is associated with greater reversibility of airflow obstruction when treated with corticosteroids.7
Superimposed on these chronic inflammatory states are acute inflammatory episodes, which correspond to exacerbations of asthma and COPD. Exacerbations are episodes of worsening symptoms of variable severity; they are usually triggered by respiratory infections and associated with increased inflammatory burden in the lower airways. Available data suggest that frequent severe exacerbations are associated with increased morbidity and mortality, poor health status, and a faster decline in lung function in both asthma and COPD, so prevention and optimal treatment of exacerbations is a global priority.8,9

Histopathological studies of patients with asthma and COPD have established that these obstructive airway diseases involve not only the proximal large airways (>2 mm in diameter), but also the distal small airways (<2 mm in diameter). Although asthma was originally described as an inflammatory disease that predominantly involves the central airways, pathologic and physiologic evidence suggests that airway inflammation and remodeling extends beyond the central airways to the peripheral airways and even the lung parenchyma. Peripheral airways, including lung tissue, have been recognized as a predominant site of airflow obstruction in asthmatics.10 Similarly, airway inflammation occurs in all parts of the respiratory tract in patients with COPD. The latter predominantly affects the small airways and lung parenchyma, although large airways remain the major source of the hypersecretion associated with the production of sputum.11

**Airway Obstruction**

AO results from bronchospasm, mucosal edema and inflammation, mucus hypersecretion and the formation of mucus plugs, as well as structural changes including hypertrophy and hyperplasia of the airway smooth muscle. Some components of these structural airway changes (collectively referred to as airway remodeling) are irreversible and associated with a progressive loss of lung function that is not prevented or fully reversible by current therapy.1,12

As mentioned earlier, the pathophysiology in asthma and COPD involves both central and peripheral airways, with the small airways being the major site of airflow limitation in both diseases. Furthermore, airway remodeling occurs throughout the respiratory tract; remodeling of the small airways is largely responsible for the decline in lung function in COPD and long-standing asthma.12 These findings are of great clinical significance and highlight the need to consider the peripheral airways as a target in any therapeutic strategy for treatment of asthma, COPD, or the overlap syndrome.

**Airway Hyperresponsiveness**

AHR, an exaggerated bronchoconstrictor response to a wide variety of stimuli, and bronchodilator reversibility are characteristic of many inflammatory airway diseases. In general, the responses to a bronchoconstrictor and bronchodilator have been considered to reflect the same underlying pathophysiological abnormality, and it has been assumed that the 2 measures are highly correlated. Thus, provocation challenges often have been replaced with reversibility tests, especially in severe AO, for which provocation tests are contraindicated.13 Asthma and COPD resemble each other in that they both may show variable severity of AHR and hence bronchodilator reversibility.14,15 AHR is present in almost all patients with asthma, at least when they are experiencing symptoms, and in up to two thirds of patients with COPD, especially when reassessed overtime.14
AHR, which increases in prevalence with age and smoking, is present in approximately 10% to 20% of the general population and is frequently asymptomatic. Asymptomatic AHR is a risk factor for the development of asthma and COPD and is associated with new symptoms of wheeze, chronic cough, and annual loss of forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁). Furthermore, AHR has been shown to be an important risk factor in patients with established asthma and COPD: more severe AHR is associated with more severe symptoms and a more rapid decline in FEV₁.

The Overlap Between Asthma and COPD

Asthma is traditionally described as an allergic disease that develops during childhood and is characterized by reversible airway obstruction. In contrast, COPD is typically related to smoking tobacco, develops later in life, and is characterized by incompletely reversible airflow limitation. Although both diseases share airway obstruction as a common feature, they are at opposite ends of the spectrum of obstructive airway disease that is seen in clinical practice. There is, however, a considerable pathologic and functional overlap between asthma and COPD, particularly among the elderly, who may have components of both diseases (overlap syndrome).

Airway inflammation is the central component of all different phenotypes of obstructive airway diseases (asthma, COPD, emphysema, and chronic bronchitis) that can exist in various combinations (Figure 2). Epidemiologic studies report an increased frequency of overlapping diagnoses with advancing age, with an estimated prevalence of <10% in patients younger than 50 years and >50% in patients aged 80 years or older. Patient groups that have features of asthma-COPD overlap syndrome include smokers with asthma and nonsmokers with long-standing asthma who progress to COPD.

Given that overlapping features become more prevalent with increasing age and a history of smoking, the prevailing clinical impression is that with age there is often a progression from the reversible airflow obstruction of the young asthmatic patient to the more irreversible obstruction of the older patient with COPD. While COPD tends to be inevitably progressive, many patients with long-standing asthma experience a slowly progressive decrease of lung function, as measured by FEV₁, secondary to airway remodeling. Increasing age, smoking, AHR, and disease exacerbations in both asthma and COPD are risk factors for airway remodeling and accelerated loss of lung function.

Finally, the overlap syndrome of asthma and COPD is supported by the “Dutch hypothesis,” which states that asthma and AHR predispose patients to COPD later in life and that asthma, COPD, chronic bronchitis, and emphysema are different expressions (or components) of a single airway disease. The presence of these components is influenced by host and environmental factors.

Therapeutic Responses in Asthma, COPD, and Overlap Syndrome

A comprehensive review of the available treatments for obstructive airway diseases is beyond the scope of this manuscript. However, it is important to note that the treatment of asthma and COPD often involves similar strategies, including the use of medications to control inflammation and airway hyperresponsiveness. The choice of treatment depends on the severity of symptoms and the specific characteristics of the disease in each individual patient.
of this article; however, it is important to appreciate that the nature of the underlying inflammation differs between asthma and COPD, as does the response to different classes of medications. Although specific interventions vary by disease, the treatment goals of asthma and COPD are similar and driven primarily by patient-centered outcomes such as controlling symptoms, optimizing health status and quality of life, and preventing exacerbations (ie, reducing their frequency and severity).

In general, therapies for COPD have a much more limited effect compared with those for asthma. While inhaled corticosteroids (ICSs) are the cornerstone of the pharmacologic management of patients with persistent asthma, inhaled bronchodilators (β2-agonists and anticholinergics) are the therapeutic mainstay for patients with COPD. There are no disease-modifying medications currently available that can alter the progression of AO in either asthma or COPD. Smoking cessation, however, is an essential component of the successful management of any obstructive airway disease.

At present there is no randomized clinical trial data to help guide therapeutic interventions in asthma-COPD overlap syndrome. In fact, patients with overlapping asthma and COPD are frequently excluded from treatment trials for either condition, which limits the generalizability of these trials in this neglected patient population. However, practical treatment principles are similar to those for asthma or COPD and involve a comprehensive therapy directed toward airway inflammation, AO, and AHR.

Glucocorticoid Treatment in Asthma and COPD
Glucocorticoids are the most potent anti-inflammatory medications available for the treatment of asthma and COPD. When indicated, ICSs remain the mainstay of glucocorticoid therapy for stable disease because of their proven effectiveness and, in recommended doses, few systemic adverse effects. Their slow onset of action compared with systemic steroids, however, makes the latter the preferred treatment for acute exacerbations.

Systemic Glucocorticoids in the Treatment of Acute Exacerbations of Asthma and COPD
The primary therapeutic goals for acute asthma or COPD exacerbations are the rapid reversal of airflow obstruction and the correction, if necessary, of severe hypercapnia or hypoxemia. Hence early and aggressive treatment of acute exacerbations is critical. The major pharmacologic classes available to manage acute exacerbations include inhaled short-acting bronchodilators, systemic glucocorticoids, and, in the case of COPD, antibiotics.1,2

When added to the bronchodilator therapies described below, systemic glucocorticoids improve symptoms and lung function and decrease the length of hospital stay.24,25 Patients with continued dyspnea and wheezing despite intensive bronchodilator therapy most likely have persistent airflow obstruction secondary to airway edema, inflammation, and intraluminal mucus plugging. The latter pathologic changes usually respond to glucocorticoid therapy and typically resolve at a pace far slower than smooth muscle constriction.

Although respiratory infections are the most common triggers of asthma and COPD exacerbations, antibiotic treatment is currently indicated only for patients with moderate to severe COPD exacerbations. Current clinical practice guidelines do not recommend antibiotics for asthma exacerbations because most respiratory infections that trigger asthma attacks are viral rather than bacterial.26-28 Recent evidence, however, suggests a greater role for antibiotics than is indicated in the current guidelines. Certain antibiotics, macrolides in particular, have both antimicrobial and antiinflammatory actions that may be useful in the treatment of some patients with asthma or COPD.29-31 Further studies are needed to clarify the potential role of macrolides in specific subgroups of patients with either stable disease or acute exacerbations.

ICSs in the Treatment of Stable Asthma and COPD
There is now ample evidence that ICSs are effective against the eosinophilic inflammation in asthma but much less effective against the primarily neutrophilic inflammation seen in COPD.32 Furthermore, neutrophilic (noneosinophilic) asthma is associated with increased steroid resistance, whereas concomitant eosinophilic inflammation in COPD is associated with a greater response to corticosteroids. While the use of ICSs is recommended as the first-line therapy for all stages of persistent asthma, ICS treatment in COPD is recommended for symptomatic patients with FEV1 <50% predicted and/or frequent exacerbations despite an optimal regimen with a long-acting inhaled bronchodilator.2,33 However, ICS therapy may be warranted earlier (ie, at the same time that the long-acting
inhaled bronchodilator is initiated) if there are signs of an asthmatic component to the COPD.\textsuperscript{34} Long-term monotherapy with ICS is not recommended in COPD because inhaled bronchodilators have greater benefits with fewer adverse effects.

**Bronchodilator Treatment in Asthma and COPD**

There are 2 major classes of inhaled bronchodilators: \( \beta_2 \)-agonists and anticholinergic agents; within each of these classes, both short-acting and long-acting formulations are available. The presence of acute reversibility with the use of bronchodilators does not completely distinguish asthma from COPD. Patients with either condition can benefit from bronchodilators and should be given a trial to assess their response. Furthermore, bronchodilators have been consistently shown to induce long-term improvements in symptoms, exercise capacity, and airflow obstruction in patients with COPD, even when there is no spirometric improvement after a single test dose.\textsuperscript{35,36}

The bronchodilator responses in asthma and COPD differ both quantitatively and in their spirometric patterns. While asthmatic patients typically show an increase in FEV\(_1\) alone or in both FEV\(_1\) and forced vital capacity (FVC), patients with COPD typically display an isolated increase in FVC or in both FEV\(_1\) and FVC (ie, less hyperinflation).\textsuperscript{37,38}

**Bronchodilators in the Treatment of Acute Exacerbations of Asthma and COPD**

Short-acting bronchodilators should be used aggressively during an acute exacerbation, and nebulized formulations are recommended for those who are very ill and unable to generate the flow required for effective use of other modalities. Inhaled short-acting \( \beta_2 \)-agonists (eg, albuterol) are the mainstay of therapy for an acute exacerbation of asthma or COPD because of their rapid onset of action. The more gradual bronchodilation of short-acting anticholinergics (eg, ipratropium) compared with \( \beta_2 \) agents makes them inappropriate monotherapy for acute exacerbations. However, the addition of ipratropium to albuterol therapy leads to more rapid and complete improvement in bronchoconstriction and decreases hospitalization rates in patients with COPD exacerbations or moderate to severe asthma attacks.\textsuperscript{39,40}

**Bronchodilators in the Treatment of Stable Asthma and COPD**

All symptomatic patients with asthma or COPD should be prescribed an inhaled short-acting bronchodilator to be used on an as-needed basis for the relief of acute symptoms. The regular use of short-acting bronchodilators as a maintenance treatment for asthma or COPD has been replaced by the more effective and convenient long-acting bronchodilators. Long-acting bronchodilators are effective when used as monotherapy in patients with COPD, but they should always be combined with an anti-inflammatory medication (eg, an ICS or a leukotriene-modifying agent) when treating persistent asthma of any severity.\textsuperscript{1,15}

While inhaled \( \beta_2 \)-agonists are considered to be first-line bronchodilators in the treatment of asthma, inhaled anticholinergics, when given at effective doses, can cause significant bronchodilation that is comparable to that found after treatment with \( \beta_2 \)-agonists.\textsuperscript{31–44} There is increasing evidence that long-acting anticholinergics could be as effective as long-acting \( \beta_2 \)-agonists in controlling asthma symptoms.\textsuperscript{42–44} The use of anticholinergics adds little to \( \beta_2 \)-agonist treatment in chronic stable asthma, although patients who have more severe AO seem to benefit the most from this combination therapy. Therefore, a trial of combination therapy in individual patients not controlled by one bronchodilator may still be justified.\textsuperscript{1,45} Inhaled anticholinergics are suggested as an alternative bronchodilator for patients who do not tolerate \( \beta_2 \)-agonists, and they are considered the drug of choice for treating asthma induced by \( \beta \)-blockers.

On the other hand, in patients with COPD anticholinergics provide equivalent or perhaps improved bronchodilation compared with \( \beta_2 \)-agonists.\textsuperscript{46–48} There is insufficient evidence to recommend one bronchodilator over another when treating COPD symptoms. Combination therapy (\( \beta_2 \)-agonists and anticholinergics) produces a greater bronchodilator response than either one alone in patients with stable COPD.\textsuperscript{49} The choice between \( \beta_2 \)-agonists, anticholinergics, and combination therapy depends on the availability of the medications and on each patient’s individual response in terms of both symptom relief and side effects.\textsuperscript{2} The progressive nature of the disease, the more severe AO, and the more limited effect of bronchodilators compared with asthma explain why
most patients COPD require combination bronchodilator therapy at some point during the course of their disease.50

Summary
Asthma and COPD are common obstructive airway diseases that represent a challenge to physicians in their diagnosis and management, with significant overlap in their clinical features, physiologic parameters, and airway inflammation (asthma-COPD overlap syndrome). Airway remodeling, a well-established feature in both diseases, may account for at least some of these reported similarities. The prevalence of overlap syndrome increases with age, making the distinction between asthma and COPD difficult and often imprecise in the elderly population. Table 1 summarizes some of the characteristic features of these 2 diseases.

Table 1. Characteristic Similarities and Differences Between Asthma, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), and the Overlap Syndrome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>Asthma</th>
<th>COPD</th>
<th>Overlap Syndrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic airway inflammation, typically eosinophilic and driven by CD4 cells. Neutrophilic inflammation has been observed in the airways of some asthmatics and is associated with increased steroid resistance.</td>
<td>Chronic airway inflammation, typically neutrophilic and driven by CD8 cells. Eosinophilic inflammation has been observed in the airways of some patients with COPD and is associated with greater steroid sensitivity.</td>
<td>Pathologic overlap in the inflammatory profiles of both asthma and COPD, particularly among the elderly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Pathophysiology | Reversible airway obstruction; progressive deterioration over time is uncommon. | Partially reversible airway obstruction; progressive deterioration over time is typical. | Functional overlap between asthma and COPD, particularly among the elderly. |

| Treatment of acute exacerbations | Systemic corticosteroids & inhaled bronchodilators | Improve symptoms and lung function and decrease the length of hospital stay. | Improve symptoms and lung function and decrease the length of hospital stay. | No data available. |

| Maintenance treatment of stable disease | ICSs | The mainstay of treatment in patients with persistent asthma. | Less effective response. ICSs are recommended for patients with more severe COPD (FEV1 <50% of predicted) whose symptoms are not optimally controlled with inhaled bronchodilators. | No data available. |

| Inhaled bronchodilators | Inhaled short-acting β2-agonists are the mainstay of treatment for intermittent asthma. Inhaled long-acting β2-agonists monotherapy is not recommended. | The mainstay of treatment in patients with COPD; inhaled anticholinergics may be more effective than inhaled β2-agonists as monotherapy in COPD. | No data available. |

FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid.
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